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Abstract 
We give the extension of an identity of Muir to supersymmetric letterplace algebras, as well as 
a proof of both the classical and the supersymmetric case. 
1. Introduction 
In recent years, the theory of letterplace algebras and their supersymmetric exten- 
sions (see [1-3]) have found applications to a wide spectrum of problems in different 
fields, such as: invariant theory, representation theory, projective geometry, 
homological algebra, etc. The straightening formula of letterplace algebra is a funda- 
mental combinatorial result; nevertheless, other mysteries concerning this algebra 
remain to be revealed. The present paper deals with the extension of an identity of 
Muir (see [6] or Corollary 2 in the present paper) to supersymmetric letterplace 
algebras. Muir's identity appears at first just another beautiful property of the minors 
of a matrix among others, such as Laplace expansions, Sylvester's identity [5], 
Jacobi's theorem [5], Pascal's theorem [5]. On closer inspection, however, one realizes 
that Muir's identity is a bird of a different feather, despite of its simple appearance. In
fact, no full proof is given in Muir's original paper, only a few small cases were checked. 
Even in the recent reatise of Minc [4, p. 135], Muir's identity is barely quoted. 
Secondly, most known identities for minors of a matrix can be shown to follow from 
computations with coproducts in the Hopf algebra structure of the exterior algebra. 
Once restated in the language of Hopf algebra, identities for minors of a matrix can be 
easily extended to supersymmetric letterplace algebras. The fundamental identity 
turns out to be the Exchange Identity [3, Proposition 10], which is deeply related to 
the Hopf algebra structure of Z2-graded superalgebras. (The idea of the Exchange 
Identity can be traced to Turnbull [7].) 
However, Muir's identity seems resistant to such a supersymmetric treatment. Its 
supersymmetric analog, as well as a clear algebraic proof, have been missing. The 
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present paper gives the extension of Muir's identity to supersymetric algebra, as well 
as a proof of both the classical and the supersymmetric case. The statement of Muir's 
identity cannot be expressed in terms of the coproduct, and the supersymmetric 
extension of Muir's identity is not a consequence of any Exchange Identity. Our proof 
reduces to direct computations of signs. 
2. Preliminaries 
Fix a field g of characteristic zero) Let A be a Z2-graded set. For an element a • A, 
denote by lal • {0, 1} its Z2-grade. The superalgebra Super [A] generated by A is the 
quotient of the free associative algebra generated by A over K satisfying the com- 
mutative relation uv = ( - 1)iudl~'lvu, where u,v are words on A and lul is the Z2-grade 
of u obtained by summing up (mod 2) the Z2-grades of all the elements (with 
multiplicities counted also) appeared in u. For example, la-a-b+[ = 0, where a- 
(resp. a ÷) indicates an element a • A with Z2-grade 1 (resp. 0). Let length(u) be the 
length of the word u, which is the total number of occurrences of the elements in u. 
Define a coproduct A :Super[A] --* Super[A] ® Super [A] such that 
Aa-=l®a-+a-®l ,  
A(a+) n = 1 ®(a+) n+ (7)(a +)®(a+) n-I + (~)(a+) 2 ®(a+) n-2 
+ ..- + (.")(a+)n ® 1; 
then extend it algebraically. For example, 
A(a-b - )=( l  ®a-  + a- ® l)(l ®b-  +b-®l )  
=l®a-b-  +a-®b- -b -®a-  +a-b -®l .  
Remark. The notation Super[A] ® Super[A] here denotes the supertensor product 
over K, where the multiplication is given by 
u® v.u'® v' = ( -  1) I"'llvluu'® or' 
for monomia ls  u, u', v, v' in SuperEA3. 
We shall use Sweedler notation for the coproduct: 
Au = ~ u.~ ® u~.  
I t  
This coproduct (together with an antipode and an augmentation map) can make 
Super[A] into a Hopf algebra, see [31 for detail. 
One can actually consider an arbitrary field K, if one uses divided power a ~'~ instead of ordinary power a" 
for an element a e A whose Z2-grade is 0. 
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Suppose we have two Z2-graded sets L and P. Create a third one {LIP} d~ {(alb): 
at  L, b eP} ,  where the Z2-grade of (alb) is given by lal + Ibl (mod2). Let 
Super[L IP]  be the superalgebra generated by {LIP}, called the supersymmetric 
letterplace algebra. Given two monomials u E Super[L]  and v E Super[P],  define the 
supersymmetric determinant (u Iv) e Super[ LLP] recursively by 
(i) (u I v) = 0 if u, v have different lengths; 
(ii) (l I l) = 1; 
(iii) (uu'lv) = ~(  - 1) I''''H~'q (ulv~l~)(u'lv~2)) 
(or (iii)' (ulvv') = y~,( - 1) I'll"'~'l (u(l)[v)(u(2~lv')). 
It is proved in [3] that (u Iv) is well-defined. For examples, 
1. We have 
(a+ a+b - Ic+ c+d -)  = (a+ a + Jc+ c+)(b - Id-) - 2(a+a + I c+d-) (b  - Ic +) 
= 2(a + Ic+)(a + Ic+)(b - [d-) - 4(a + Ic+)(a + [d-)(b- Ic+).  
2. The following is the ordinary determinant up to the global sign ( - 1) "("- 1~/2: 
(a; a2 "" a ; ib?  b~. . .b ; )  
= (- -  1) nt"-l)/2 ~" ( - -  1)'(a(lb2(1))(a~ ]bol2))'"(an-]b~,~). 
o'ES. 
3. Here is the ordinary permanent: 
(a• a l . . .  a + I bi ~ b~. . .  b, +) = ~ (ai ~ Ib,~x,)(a~ I b~%2~)"'" (a + I b,~,~). 
tr6S. 
3. Supersymmetric Muir's identity 
Let P = L = {1,2 .. . . .  n} be a Z2-graded set. Its Z2-oraded dual set P* = L* = 
{ 1", 2* . . . . .  n* } is defined such that Ii* I = l iL + 1 (rood 2). The bijection ~ : L--* L* 
given by th(i) = i* induces a bijection 
c~1 : Super[ L I L] --, Super[ L * l L * ] 
such that 
c~x((i l i ')( j l j ')  ..- (klk')) = ( i * l i ' * ) ( j * l j ' * ) . . .  (k*lk'*).  
Notice that the map q~l preserves the Z2-grades and hence is an isomorphism between 
the two sypersymmetric letterplace algebras. Let u = i j . . .  k be a word on L. Set 
u* = i ' j *  ... k*. We further define 
tulv)* = ¢ , ; ' (u* lv* ) .  
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For  example, 
(1 -2 -11-2 - ) *  = ~bzl(1 +2+11 +2+) 
-- 4~z 1((1 +[1 +)(2 + 12 +) + (1 + 12+)(2+11 +)) 
= (1 -I1 - ) (2 - [2 - )  + (1 -12-)(2-11 -). 
For  a word w = il i2"'" ik on L, where 1 ~< il < i2 < ..- < ik <~ n, denote by w ~ the word 
j l j2 ""jn-k where Jl < j2  < "'" <jn-k and {i1,i2 . . . . .  ik} k){Jl je, ' . . , jn-k} = {1,2, .... n}. 
The main result in this paper is the fol lowing formula. 
Theorem 1. We have 
E(  1)length(w) + rw,,,,~, - , ,+  ,, .- ,*,(. ,e,. ,  - ,, We)  * - -  ~ (wlw)(wCl = 0, (1) 
where the sum is over all words (including the empty word O) w = it iz " .  ik such that 
1 <~il < i2<" '< ik<~n.  
Proof. We shall compute  the coefficient of a monomia l  
( i l i 2 . . . i , ] j l j 2 . . . .~)  d~ ( i l l j l ) ( i2[ j2) ' " ( i , J .~)  
in the left-hand side expression of( l ) ,  where both il i 2 . . "  i n andj~j2  . . . j ,  are permuta-  
t ions of 12.. .  n. By reindexing, one can assume that il i2 "-. i, = 12.,.  n. Decompos ing  
the permutat ion J l j2 ""jn into cycles, such a monomia l  (12 ... n [jlJ2 "" J , )  can be 
written as, up to a + scalar, 
(12 ... (kt - 1)12 ... (kl - 1)1) (k l (k l  + l)- . .  (k2 -  1)[(kl + 1) . . . (k2 -  1)kt). . .  
• .. (kAks + 1)--. n J(ks + 1)... nks). 
Let Uo = 12 ... (kl - 1), ul = kl(k l  + 1)--. (k2 - 1) . . . . .  us = ks(ks + 1)... n, 
and let u~ = 2. . .  (kl - 1)1, u'a = (kl + 1).-. (k2 - 1)kl . . . . .  u's = (ks + 1).-. nks. Con-  
sider a term (w[w) (wClw~) * in (1). One can see that such a term contains 
the monomia l  (uo lu~)  (Ux[U'l)... (us[u's) if and only if for every 0 <<, p <~ s, u v is 
a subword of  either w or  w ~. Hence one can only consider the terms (w[w) (w c IwC) * of  
the form 
w = %1u~""  and w c = u~1%2..., (2) 
where Pl < P2 < " "q l  < q2 < "'" and {Pl,P2 .. . .  } w {ql,q2 . . . .  } = {1,2 . . . . .  s}. The 
fol lowing identity is evident if one notices that the Z2-grade of (uvl u'p) is always zero: 
(UolU'o ) (u~ lu'~ ) ... (u~lu'~) 
t t t P = (u., J u., ) (u~ lug) ' "  (u., lug, ) (us. O u~.)"" (3) 
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Let us now compute the coetiicient of the monomial <up, lu'~,>(u~lu~)'" in 
(wlw) = (up1 u~ ... lup, ur~ ...). We shall use sgn(m) for ( - 1)', where m ~ Z. First, we 
have 
up, u~ . . . .  sgn(~ Ikp,, (,up, I - , k~,  ))u'p,u'p2 B B • 
= sgn Ikp, l(lu~l - 1 up, u~... 
in Super[L] = Super[P]. Hence 
(up, up2 ... lup, u~ ...) = sgn(~ lkp, l( lu~ [ - l))(up, u~ ... lu'~, u'~ ...). (4) 
On the other hand, the coefficient of the monomial (up, lu 'p , ) (u~lu'~) '"  in 
t t (up, up~ "" lup, u~ "") is 
sgn(lu~l I u~,, I + lup3l u'p,u'p~ I + "") I-I coeff, of (u~ lug) in (u~luk). (5) 
i 
Furthermore, since up = kp(kp + 1)..-(kp+l - 1), the coe~cient of (up, lug) in 
U' (Upi I p,) is 
sgn(lkp + l l lkv+ 11 + [kv+ 2ll(kp+ 1)(kp + 2)1 + "- 
+ Lkp+l- llL(kp+ 1)(kp + 2) . . . (kp+l -  l)l) 
=sgn( Ikp+ II + Ikp+ 21 +-"  + Ikp+l -  11 + Ikp+ 211kp+ 11 
+ Ikp + 3[ I(kp + 1)(kp + 2)1 + "" 
÷ [kp+l -  lll(kp + 1)(kp + 2). . . (kp+x- 2)1) 
Noticing that 
sgn(lupl)--sgn(Ikpl + Ikp+ 11 +-"  + Ikp+l -  11), 
sgn (.lupl(lu~l- 1! )= sgn(Ikp+ l ] lkp[+lkp+211kp(kp+ 1)1 + ." 
+ [kp+, - lllkp(kp+ 1).-.(kp+~- 2)1), 
the expression in (6) becomes 
sgn (lupI(12Pl - 1) ) + lupl + lupl Ikpl 
(6) 
(7) 
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Combining (4), (5) and (7), the coefficient of the monomial (up~ lu~,,)(u~ l u~,2)... 
(wlw) = (up, up~-., lup, ups...) is 
sgn(~lk~l(lup, I - 1)+ 2lup, llup~l + 2 lu~l(lup, I - 1) 
i>j i 2 
in 
• 2 + Iwl . (8) 
Next, we compute the coefficient of the monomial (uqllu'q,)(uq21u'q2)... in 
(wClwC) * - (u~, u~2 -.. luq~ uq2 -..)*. By definition it should be the same as the coefficient 
of the monomial (u*~ '* '* lu4,) (u*~ Iu4~) ... in ((we) * I(wC)*). According to (8), this coeffic- 
ient is given by 
sgn (~ Ik*l + '(wc)*l(l(w~)*/- I) ) 2 + I(wC)*l . (9) 
Now combining (3), (8) and (9), the coefficient of the monomial 
(Uo [ u~ ) (ul I u'l )- . .  (us ] u's) in the left side expression of (1) is given by 
~sgn (length(w)+ ~lk~l + Iwl + ~lk*jI + I(wC)*l), (10) 
w i i 
where the sum is over all w of the form in (2). To analyze the expression in (10), let 
w c = uql uq2 ... uq,, then 
s 
sgn(~lk , , l+~lk* j l )=sgn( t+~olk , I  ). (11, 
Notice that ~[ = o lk,I only depends on the monomial (UolU'o) (ul l u'l )... (us l u'~). On 
the other hand, 
sgn (length(w) + Iwl + I(w~)*l) = sgn (length(w) + Iwl + IwCl + length(w~)) 
= sgn (n + 112 ... hi). (12) 
Hence by (11) and (12), this expression in (10) equals 
sgn Ik,I + n + 112 .-. nl ( - 1)' 
= sgn k,I + n + 112 -.. n - 1)' = 0. [] 
t=O t 
4. Examples  and corollaries 
First we illustrate Theorem 1 by some examples. 
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Example  1. If L = P = { 1 - ,  2 - ,  3 + }, then the theorem gives the identity: 
(1 -2 -3  + 11-2 -3  + ) -  (1 -2 -  11-2-) (3 + 13+) * +(1-3  + 11-3+)(2 - 12-)* 
+ (2 -3+12-3+)(1 - [1 - ) *  - (1 -11- ) (2 -3+12-3+)  * 
- (2 -12- ) (1 -3+11-3+)  * - (3+13+)(1 -2 -11-2 - ) *  
+ (1 -2 -3  + I1 -2 -3+)  * = o. 
Example  2. If L = P = { 1 - ,  2+, 3 +, 4 + }, then we have 
(1 -2+3+4+11-2+3+4+)_  (1 -2+3+11-2+3+)(4  + 14+) *
- (1 -2+4+11-2+4+)(3+13+)*  - (1 -3+4+11-3+4+)(2+12+)*  
- (2+3+4 + 12+3+4+)(1- I1-)* - 
- (1 -3+11-3+)(2+4+[2+4+)*  - 
+ (2+3+12+3+)(1 -4+[1-4+) .   
+(3+4+13+4+)(1 -2+11-2+) .   
+ (2+12+)(1-3+4+11-3+4+)*   
+ (4+14+)(1 -2+3+[1-2+3+) .  _ 
(1 -2+[1-2+)(3+4+13+4+)*  
(1-4 + I 1-4+)(2+3 +12+3+) * 
(2+4+12+4+)(1-3+11-3+)*  
(1 -11- ) * (2+3+4 + 12+3+4 +) 
(3+ 13+)(1-2+4+ 11-2+4+)* 
(1 -2+3+4+11-2+3+4+)*  = o. 
To get the classical Muir's identity, consider a generic n × n matrix M = (alj). For 
a word w = il i2 ..- ik, 1 ~< il < i2 < ... < ik <~ n, denote by Mw.w the submatrix of 
M consisting of rows il, i2 . . . . .  ik and columns i l, i2 . . . . .  ik. Let L = P = { 1 -,  2- ,  ..., n-  }. 
Then Super [L IP  ] is actually the ordinary polynomial algebra generated by (i I J), 1 <~ i, 
j ~< n. Obviously, the map F : (i I J) ~ ao, 1 ~< i, j ~< n, induces an isomorphism from 
Super [L IP ]  to the polynomial algebra generated by {a~: 1 ~< i, j ~< n}. Furthermore, 
we have 
F( ( i{  i2 ... i f  l i? i~ ... i f ) )  = ( -- 1) k(k-1)/2 det (Mi ,~ -i~.~,,~...,,), 
F( ( i?  i~ . - - i f  l ii" i~ ... i f )*)  = per(M~,,~ ..~,,,,,~.. ,,). 
Hence, Theorem 1 infers the following corollary, which is the classical Muir's identity. 
Corol lary 2. )~w(-  1) le"gth iwl det (Mw.~) per (Mwo~,)= 0, where w runs over the words 
w = i l i2 ... ik such that 1 <~ il < i2 < ... < ik <~ n ( including the empty  word 0). 
What will happen if L = P is a Z2-graded multiset? Certainly, Theorem 1 still holds 
when we make identifications among certain elements in L. However, we have to 
modify the theorem by specifying an appropriate front coefficient o each term (wlw) 
(wC[wC) *. To be precise, let L = P = 1 ml 2 m2 ... n m" be a Z2-graded multiset. For  
each word of the form w = lk12k2..-n k", where 0~< k~< m~ for each i, let 
ml m2 mrl w c = l " -k l  2"~-k~... n'"-k~ and define cw = (k l ) (k2)" ' (k , ) -  
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Corollary 3. In the above notation, we have 
2 - -+ , c,(wlw)(wClw')  * = O, 
W 
where the sum is over the words of the form w = lk12 k2 ..-n k", where 0 <~ ki <~ mi 
for each i. 
Remark.  In this corollary, a term (w[w) (wqw') * is zero whenever w contains two 
identical elements of L whose Z2-grade is 1 or w c contains two identical elements of 
L whose Z2-grade is 0. 
Example. Let L = P = { 1 -,  1 -, 2 +, 2 +, 2 + }. Then 
2(1 -2+2+2+11-2+2+2+)(1 - [1 - ) *  - (2+2+2+[2+2+2+)(1 -1 - [1 -1 - ) *  
- 6 (1 -2+2+[1-2+2+)(1 -2+[1-2+)  * 
+ 3(2+2+[2+2+)(1 -1 -2+[1-1 -2+)  * = O. 
In fact, the left-hand side equals 
2"3![(1 - [ 1 -)(2 + [ 2+)(2 + ]2+)(2 + [2 +) 
+ (1 - [2+) (2+[1- ) (2+[2+)(2+[2+)] (1 - [1 - )  
- 3!" 2 ! (2+[2+)(2+[2+)(2+[2+)(1 - [1 - ) (1 - [1 - )  
- 6 .2 ! [ (1 - [1 - ) (2  + [2+)(2 + [2 + ) + (1 - [2+) (2+[1- ) (2  +]2+)] 
x [(1- [ 1-)(2 + [2 + ) -  (1- [2+){2 + [ 1-) ]  
+ 3.2!2(2 + [2+)(2 + [2+) [ (1 - [1 - ) (1 - [1 - ) (2  + [2 + ) 
- (1 - ]1 - ) (1 - [2+) (2+[1- ) ] ;  
this expression equals 
6 .2! (1 -12+)(2+11- ) (2+ 12+)(1 - 12+)(2 + 1-), 
which is zero since the Z2-grade of ( I - [2  +) is 1. 
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